
The new Revolution SLC EC long cased axial fan complete with ultra high 
performance impeller, low energy EC motor and integral commissioning device.

INSTALLATION, RUNNING COSTS AND 
CO2 EMISSIONS. REVOLUTIONISED.
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Conventional 500 ø, 
230/1/50 4 pole AC 
cased axial fan suitable 
for up to 54ºC air 
extraction 
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Conventional axial fan  £561
Fan ancillary pack   £150
Transformer speed control  £235
Fan installation   £800
Electrical installation  £300

Total    £2046

    £239

    782kg

    £192
Saving    £47

    628kg
Saving    154kg
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Saving    154kg

Assuming the fan is operating 6 days a week, 
10 hours per day for 50 weeks a year with 

electricity costing £0.112/kWh excluding VAT. 
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SLC500-1EC   £814
Fan ancillary pack   £150
149-POT-10 speed control £51
Fan installation   £800
Electrical installation  £150 

Total    £1965
Saving    £81

SLC500-1EC   £814
Fan ancillary pack   £150
Simple on/off switch  £5
Fan installation   £800
Electrical installation  £150 

Total    £1919
Saving    £127

Typical total installed costs*Typical total installed costs*

Low total installed cost  •  Low running cost  •  Low environmental cost

Typical total installed costs*
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Typical annual CO2 emissions**Typical annual CO2 emissions**

THE LOW COST, WORLD CLASS, KITCHEN CANOPY EXTRACT FAN

Typical annual CO2 emissions**

* Fan, ancillary pack and speed control are shown as list prices. Discounts may apply, resulting in even greater savings.
** CO2 emissions are those associated with electricity consumption.


